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The bestselling Little Golden Book is now available as a board book for robot-loving toddlers! Â 

Robots are everywhere in this bright and funny board book â€“ and preschoolers are going to love it!

Whether up in space, beneath the seas, or even under couches, award-winning illustrator Bob

Staakeâ€™s bold and colorful bots make this book a must have.  Â  Â  For more Bob Staake books,

be sure to read:Iâ€™m a Bulldozer Iâ€™m a Truck Iâ€™m a Monster Truck Beachy and Me My Pet
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Kids will love the fun rhymes and clever illustrations about robots they see everywhere both in

space and around the house. One friend I gave it to said her son read it four times in one night, and

reads it all by himself!

Very cute book, but would recommend for children 3 or 4 years of age. My son is almost two and

this story as too many words to keep his interest just yet. However, as a parent, I love the story and

illustrations.



In her book, ROBOTS, ROBOTS EVERYWHERE, author Sue Fliess teaches children an important

lesson--they better find a job that cannot be replaced by a robot. Indeed, robots do pretty much

everything in this book from direct air traffic to making donuts. The story is cute and written in

rhyming verse with the common refrain of robots, robots everywhere. The illustrations are a funky,

emphasis on the FUN! Robots are depicted doing various jobs, but they have human qualities to

them such as human physical features and showing emotions.The book is by no means intended to

be some sort of scientific essay on modern robotics, but it is a great transition to talking to kids

about robots and automation. Reading it led to several YouTube videos of robots doing various

things, and it made me really, really wish I could afford a Roomba. Oh well.I bought this book as

part of a robot theme around Christmas as an early present on the buildup to giving my kid Kid

Galaxy Robot Data. If you are thinking of something similar surrounding robots, there are also

affordable Robot Party Favors Lot of 20 Robots and Carson Dellosa Robots Prize Pack Stickers

(168063) worth considering.

I brought this for a gift on our beach vacation. My 3 year old Grandson and his 5 year old cousin

love this book. It has been requested almost every night for their bedtime story. After the first

reading they read it with me. Funny pictures and simple words and story line. The title has become

our catch phrase. Robots, Robots Everywhere!

I bought this book for my 2-year-old son, who for whatever reason had developed a fear of robots. I

purchased this book along with a book called Boy +Bot and started reading them both to him. He

seems to like both very much and asks to read them every night.He likes this book because it

shows robots driving cars, in airplanes, and even robot dogs. These are all things he can relate to.

It's not too long or too wordy and keeps his attention.

This book shows how robots are used in everyday life and how they may soon be used to play with.

Great anticipation. Kids love it!

My son loves robots. This book was perfect for him with it's rhymes and repetition. There are many

colorful illustrations for a young child but I would not recommend it for a child older then 6 years old.

Best for preschoolers and kindergarten aged children.

We love this book it has very creative illustrations. Uses rhyming to help young readers learn to



read. It takes all the real world applications of robots but puts them in a digestible form for young

children.
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